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Issues

1. Students’ Job Search

2. Impacts of the Global Financial Crisis 

2008

3. Employment Protection Legislation



STUDENTS’ JOB SEARCH
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Students’ Job Search

• Mass Media focuses on the difficulty for the 
university/college students to find a job. 

• Japan has a special job matching mechanism 
between students and firms, which is unique to 
Japan. 
– Job search is concentrated in the last year of the 

undergraduate schooling.

– Graduation is not an advantage but a handicap – you 
must get a job offer before graduation, otherwise you 
would face an even more difficult situation.

– Many students who have received no job offer in their
job opening season, tend to postpone the graduation 
until the next year. （留年）
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Job search schedule

• September -> December: Students start 
collecting information and participating in 
seminars offered by firms. （就活）

• April: Large firms interview students. Successful 
students obtain job offers by the end of April, or 
before the Golden Week - May Holidays. （内定）

• October 1:  Official ceremonies to make formal 
job offers to students. （内定式）

• March: commencement （卒業式）
• April 1: You enter your company （入社式）
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Large Gap among students 

in Shukatsu （就活）

• Students of prestigious universities (former 

imperial universities, Waseda, Keio, etc.) 

get job offers relatively easier than 

students of other universities.

• Even within the same university, some 

successful students get (multiple) job 

offers than other unsuccessful students. 
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Mismatches

• Students, no matter how ranked your university is, want 
to get hired by large firms.

• Large firms want to make offers to students of the 
prestigious universities only.

• Internet has enabled enormous number of students to 
apply for popular, large firms. 

• Selection is a hard process: Large firms neglect 
application from students of non-brand universities.

• Students of non-brand universities can get job offers 
relatively easily, if they apply for small and medium-sized 
firms. But they don’t, when they start job search.

• The gap between job vacancies and applicants is quite 
persistent over time.
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Labor market tightness

（有効求人倍率）

applicants

 vacanciesjob
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出典： リクルート・ワークス（2018）「大卒求人倍率調査（2019年卒業）」
http://www.works-i.com/surveys/graduate.html



Labor Market Tightness (Whole)

• Finding a job was a hardship for the college and high 

school graduates for 1999-2003.

• They are called the ”Lost Generation”.

• The labor market tightness was higher than 2 for 2008-

2009 graduates, reflecting the recovery of the economy 

for 2004-2007.

• Labor demand cycle follows GDP cycle by a two-year 

gap.

• The mass of college graduates is steadily growing, while 

the recovery in demand for youth is not so strong.

• Therefore the present labor market tightness for 2015-

2019 is not so high as the previous boom for 2008-2009.
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Gaps based on Firm Size 1
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Gap based on Firm Size 2

• The labor market tightness for the small and 
medium sized firms remains higher than 2, 
although mass media say that job search is a 
hardship. 

• On the contrary, the labor market tightness for 
large firms stayed less than 1. 

• The gap is highly persistent. 

• The Covid-19 pandemic affects the tightness 
across industries.
– It declines for small and medium-sized firms.

– It increases for large firms!



Gaps based 

on Firm Size 3
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Why young people prefer 

small to large firms ?
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1. The table shows that, for the last decade, the 

change in the tightness has been caused mainly 

by the fluctuation of the supply side, which is the 

job applicants’ preference for firm size.

2. Coronavirus pandemic seems to induce college 

students to search for jobs in their living area in 

order to avoid being infected through visiting 

firms located in large urban area like Tokyo.



Gaps 

based on 

industry 1
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Gap based on industry 2

• Manufacturing, construction, and distribution 

retailing are always unpopular for students.

• Finance and information service are always 

popular. 

• In short run, students should apply for unpopular 

industries. Then they can get job offers soon.

• The gap between vacancies and applicants 

across industries seems to be increasing in the 

recent years.



LABOR MARKET IMPACTS OF 

THE LEHMAN CRISIS
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Impacts on Unemployment

• The Crisis 2008 had a even larger 
negative impacts on GDP of Japan and 
Germany than of USA.

• However, the rise in the unemployment 
rate is larger in US than in Germany or 
Japan. 

• In terms of the unemployment rate, 
Japan’s performance is almost the best.

– The best player is Korea!
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GDP and Unemployment
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Unemployment Rate 

2007:

US: 5%; 

Japan: 3.5%

Germany: 10%

Unemployment Rate 

2009:

US 10%; 

Japan 5%

Germany 9%
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GDP is not a good measure of 

business cycle

• Narayana Kocherlakota, President of Fed 

Minneapolis, argues:

– Unemployment rate should replace GDP 

as an appropriate measure of business 

cycle.
• (https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications/the-

region/modern-macroeconomic-models-as-tools-

for-economic-policy)
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Aggregate risks should be shared 

evenly by all people 
• For example, consider the latest recession. 

During the four quarters from June 2008 through 
June 2009, per capita gross domestic product in 
the United States fell by roughly 4 percent. 

• In a model with no asset market frictions, all 
people share this proportionate loss evenly and 
all lose two weeks’ pay. Such a loss is certainly 
noticeable. 

• However, I would argue that it is not a huge loss. 

• Put it this way: This scale of loss means 
everyone in the United States ends up being 
paid in June 2009 the same (inflation-adjusted) 
amount that they made in June 2006.
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Imperfect Insurance

• However, the models with asset market frictions 
(combined with the right kind of measurement 
from microeconomic data) make clear why the 
above analysis is incomplete. 

• During downturns, the loss of income is not 
spread evenly across all households, because 
some people lose their jobs and others don’t. 

• Because of financial market frictions, the 
insurance against these outcomes is far from 
perfect (despite the presence of government-
provided unemployment insurance). 
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Concentration of risks is bad

• As a result, the fall in GDP from June 2008 to 
June 2009 does not represent a 4 percent loss 
of income for everyone. 

• Instead, the aggregate downturn confronts many 
people with a disturbing game of chance that 
offers them some probability of losing an 
enormous amount of income (as much as 50 
percent or more). 

• It is this extra risk that makes aggregate 
downturns so troubling to people, not the 
average loss.
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Unemployment rate 

is a better measure

• This way of thinking about recessions changes 
one’s views about the appropriate policy 
responses. 

• Good social insurance (like extended 
unemployment benefits) becomes essential. 

• Using GDP growth rates as a way to measure 
recession or recovery seems strained. Instead, 
unemployment rates become a useful (albeit 
imperfect) way to measure the concentration of 
aggregate shocks.
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Japan’s unemployment problem is not so 

serious as to attract international sympathy!

• Japan’s 5% unemployment rate is explained by 
structural factors by 4%, by demand factors by 
1%.

• We could reduce the unemployment rate by 1% 
through removing structural barriers, and by 
another 1% through increasing aggregate 
demand, down to 3% as a total.

• Unemployment rate is higher than 5% in most of 
the advanced countries except Japan.

• Unemployment in EU and US is around 10%.

• Therefore, Japan’s complaints about the rapid 
appreciation of Yen does not attract international 
attention and sympathy.



EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION 

LEGISLATION
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Myths of EPL 

(employment protection legislation)

• Japan is in the group with strong employment 

protection

– False.

• Strong employment protection leads to a high 

unemployment rate. 

– False.

• Strong employment protection leads to a higher 

ratio of non-regular employment to regular one. 

– True.
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One More Myth

• Gap in EPL between regular and non-

regular employment leads to a higher rate 

of youth unemployment.

– False.

• Source: http://www5.cao.go.jp/j-j/wp/wp-

je09/pdf/09p03012.pdf
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International Comparison of 

Employment Protection Legislation (EPL)

Japan is in the group with weak employment protection legislation.
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EPL and Unemployment

Unemployed Employed

Flow-out

Flow-in

•EPL reduces the flow-in to unemployment.

•But it makes the labor market less attractive to 

employers, which reduces the flow-out as well.

•Therefore, the whole effect is ambiguous.
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EPL and Non-regular Employment

With strong EPL, the ratio of 

non-regular employment tends to be high.
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Gap in EPL between Regular and 

Non-regular Employment

Those countries with red points have strong EPL in regular 

employment, but not in non-regular employment. Japan is 

in the group with weak EPL in both the categories.
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Gap in EPL does not matter

The red points of Figure (1) are scattered in Figure (2), which implies 

that there is no significant influence of the gap in EPL between regular 

and non-regular employment on youth unemployment rate and the 

duration of unemployment.
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What is employment protection 

legislation

• There is a law to explicitly prevent firing 
employees. 

– Employment Contract Law Article 16: If a 
dismissal lacks objectively reasonable 
grounds and is not considered to be 
appropriate in general societal terms, it is 
treated as an abuse of rights and is invalid.

• There are two types of dismissal.

– Normal Dismissal：based on reasons specific to the 
individual employee, such as loss of skills, laziness

– Dismissal for Reorganization：based on managerial 
purpose to reallocate resources
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Employment Protection by Case Laws

• Appropriateness of dismissal for reorganization is judged by 
the case law, known as the “four conditions”.

• Before firing employees, employees must meet the four 
conditions as follows:

1. Possible bankruptcy makes redundancies (jin-in seiri) 
unavoidable.

2. Employers have made efforts to avoid redundancies 
(cutting overtime, hiring freezes, transfers, seeking 
voluntary retirements).

3. They have consulted with the labor unions and 
employees.

4. They have a rational procedure to select those who are 
to be fired.



The Coase Theorem

• Under strong employment protection legislation, 

employers need to fund dismissal compensation 

by reducing wages.

• Without employment protection, a firm is allowed 

to fire its employees without paying high 

compensation, and then willing to pay higher 

wages.

• Firms are risk-neutral and then EPL does not 

significantly affect employment.（The U Chicago 

economist Ed. Lazear 1990)
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Lifetime Employment (Lazear) 

Tenure

wage

productivity

A

B

A=B。
Productivity > wage when young。
Wage > productivity in middle age.

Mandatory

retirement
Start



Why the tenure-based wage 

system is needed?

• If wage equals productivity, employees do not worry 

about lifetime income loss when they quit their current 

jobs.

• Firms are not willing to let their employees quit, since 

hiring new employees is very costly.

• By adopting a tenure-based wage schedule, the firm can 

prevent their employees from quit.

• Firms have a strong incentive to fire middle-age 

employees, since their wages are higher than their 

productivity.

• Firing employees before mandatory retirement violates 

the implicit contract of lifetime employment.
39



For reducing gap between 

generations?
• Does less strict EPL create more jobs for youth?

• Young people will eventually get old. Weak EPL 

raises the probability for you to lose jobs in your 

middle age.

• Which do you prefer?

– Work earlier and retire earlier.

– Work later and retire later.

• In advanced countries, people tend to work later 

and retire later along with education terms 

extended.
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How to create a society where people work 

earlier and retire earlier

• If you receive pension benefits earlier, then you can retire early.

– But it is difficult to adequately prepare for retirement since age of retirement is 

uncertain.

– Taxation on pension income discourage people to work.

• Old and middle aged workers might crowd out young 

workers from the labor market.

• Fiscal deficits delay retirement  in most advanced 

countries.

• The European countries once encouraged middle aged employees 

to retire earlier by advancing the age for retirees to start receiving 

pension benefits. 

• The policy only created larger budget deficits and no extra youth 

employment.
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EPL gap between Regular and 

Non-regular Employees
• Regular employees are more strongly 

protected by law than non-regular 

employees.

• Which options to be chosen?

– Extend EPL to cover all non-regular 

employees.

– Shrink protection of regular employees
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SUPPLEMENTS
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Employment Adjustment Subsidy 

(EAS)

• In 2009, Japanese Government spent 653 billion 

yen to financially support business to temporarily 

layoff their employees during the recession - in 

the sense that a portion of the layoff benefit is 

paid by the government.

• EAS does not force private business to maintain 

employment, since it is a financial support 

scheme for business that will expand 

employment once the recession is over.  
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Employment Adjustment Subsidy
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http://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/houdou/2r9852000002il5w-att/2r9852000002il8t.pdf

• In March 2009 (H20), the EAS jumped due to the Lehman shock. The peak (77 billion) came in 

September 2009 (H21).

• The subsidy continued to decline until April 2011 (H23). The bottom was 13 billion.

• In March 2011 (H23), Japan was struck by the East-Japan Mega Earthquake, which raised the 

subsidy again.

• The second peak (35 billion) came in July 2011. In June 2012 , the subsidy was 10 billion.


